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■Mono ships Beta
Novell has recently launched the first
Beta version of its Mono project.

This is an Open Source implementa-
tion of the .NET framework and is
designed to run on Linux, Unix and Win-
dows systems.

Mono Beta 1 includes a C# compiler
and two stacks of APIs. The first of these
is a Linux, Unix, GNOME, Mono stack.
The second is compatible with Microsoft
.NET Framework 1.1, and provides sup-
port for ASP.NET, ADO.NET and other
components.

The Mono Beta 1 is being used inter-
nally at Novell to develop a number of
projects such as iFolder for peer-to-peer
sharing, Nautilus extensions and F-Spot
for photo management. ■

http://www.go-mono.com

■KOffice 1.3.1
The KOffice team has released their first
bugfix version of KOffice 1.3.

The bug fixes are varied and numer-
ous. They are the result of considerable
effort by the KOffice team.

The fixes include changing the .desk-
top file setup so that any changes in the
KMenu structure do not stop KOffice
from starting, and allowing template
icons up to 64 x 64 rather than 60 x 60.

Within KWord, the fixes concentrate
around the bookmark feature, while
KPresenter has improvements made for
the showing of slides.

The filters within KOffice have also
been improved with this release. These
are mainly for OpenOffice compatibility
and RTF formats. ■

http://dot.kde.org/1083663167/

■Desktop Future
Red Hat has announced that they intend
to release a new client based version of
their Linux distribution.

Red Hat Desktop is targeted at provid-
ing a client strategy suitable for the
developing market trends.

Back in March, Red Hat formed a part-
nership with Wind River to produce
solutions for the device market. This
partnership has now produced its first
fruit in the Red Hat Desktop.

Hoping to target the Governmental,
Academic and Enterprise markets, Red
Hat is planning to use the Open Source
office applications to convince organisa-
tions to switch.

Already, one of the largest insurance
companies that is currently using an in-
house developed Linux desktop for over
8,400 machines has expressed a strong
interest in moving to the new offering.

The Desktop version will also be avail-
able in Network Proxy and Satellite
server formats. ■

http://www.redhat.com

■Smooth Filtering
SmoothWall Ltd., a UK based internet
security software provider, has released
version 3.1 of its SmoothGuardian Web
Content Filter. The new version includes
more than 30 new and improved fea-
tures, and provides more effective web
content filtering.

The new version includes a number of
major enhancements: improved perfor-
mance means that a single system (i.e. 2
GHz Athlon or Pentium IV based) can
now support up to 2000 concurrent
users; time based controls allow users to
access non-work related sites outside
their working hours; and better page
caching ensures that recently checked
sites don’t have to be scanned again if
requested by another user.

SmoothGuardian 3.1 is available
immediately, with a starting price of
£200 to protect a 10 computer network,
rising to £2000 for an unlimited com-
puter license. Customers with “Upgrade
Assurance” for SmoothGuardian 3.0 will
automatically receive the new Version
3.1 module. ■

http://www.smoothwall.net/

■Life is Live!
Long expected version 3.4 of the popular
Linux Live-CD has been released. KNOP-
PIX is a live filesystem CD with a
collection of GNU/Linux software, auto-
matic hardware detection, and support
for many graphics cards, sound cards,
SCSI and USB devices and other periph-
erals.

You get a choice of Linux kernels on
the new release: The default is the 2.4.26
kernel, however, you can select the
newer 2.6.5 kernel via a boot option.
Both are ACPI-enabled. Other updates
include KDE (version
3.2.2), the GIMP (version
2.0) and OpenOffice.org
(1.1.1).

At boot time, you will
notice that the hardware
detection has improved,
and that there are new
boot options. Support for
wireless cards has been
extended with drivers for
cards including IPW2100,
MadWiFi and HostAP.

Another new feature is
Fabian Franz’s “live-

installer”, which allows you to install
add-on packages, either to the ram-disk,
or to your persistent home directory on
the hard drive. There’s also a new
IRDA/Bluetooth setup and a GPRS con-
nection tool.

In order to accommodate all these new
features, room had to be made available
by dropping LaTeX and KOffice. KNOP-
PIX 3.4 is available for download via FTP
(follow the link to a mirror from the
KNOPPIX homepage) or via BitTorrent.■
http://www.knoppix.org/



■A Breathe of Fresh Air
SyncRO Soft Ltd. has published version
4.0 of its <oXygen/> XML Editor, a util-
ity designed for Web development. The
latest release offers numerous new addi-
tions, such as a full featured XSLT
debugger.

<oXygen/> is a Java-based applica-
tion and therefore runs on various
platforms such as Microsoft Windows,
Mac OS X and Linux. The editor sup-
ports XML, XSL, TXT, XSD and DTD
documents, and offers improved support
for tagging text. <oXygen/> can ‘learn’
new document structures if a DTD is not
specified and features several plugins
such as converting text to uppercase or

lowercase, capitalize the first letter on
every line selected, and many more.

A 30 days trial version can be down-
loaded from the <oXygen/> website.
You can also purchase an academic
license for $48.00 which is only for per-
sonal use, or buy a business license for
$96.00. ■

http://www.oxygenxml.com/
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■Opening Windows
Version 1.4 of TheOpenCD has been
released with several updated versions of
the included software. The goal of the
OpenCD project is to “introduce users of

MS-Windows to the benefits of Free and
Open Source Software (FOSS)”. To that
end, they have selected programs which
have been ported to MS-Windows and
demonstrate some of the Free Software,
while being stable and safe to install.

After inserting the disc into the com-
puter, it launches a web browser with a
guide through the CD’s contents. For
every included program, the CD offers a
description and screenshots to give users
an idea of what the software does. “The
programs are carefully selected to ensure
stability, ease of use and a clean install
and un-install from your computer.”

TheOpenCD 1.4 contains versions of
OpenOffice.org (1.1.1), AbiWord (2.0.6)
and Mozilla (1.6). New programs have
been added, such as Neverball, PDFCre-
ator, Miranda IM and TuxPaint. The ISO
image can be downloaded from one of
the ftp mirrors and via BitTorrent. ■

http://www.theopencd.org/

■GCC 3.4.0
The GNU project and the GCC develop-
ers have announced the release of GCC
3.4.0. The new version includes a large
number of new features, as well as fixing
over 900 bugs reported against previous
releases.

Formerly known as GNU C Compiler,
GCC now stands for GNU Compiler Col-
lection since it supports several other
languages and contains frontends for C,
C++, Objective-C, Fortran, Java, and
Ada, as well as libraries for these lan-
guages.

GCC 3.4.0 is available for download
from the worldwide network of FTP mir-
rors. ■

http://gcc.gnu.org/gcc-3.4/

■Happy Printing!
The first stable release of the CUPS

(Common UNIX Printing System) Driver
Development Kit has been released. Ver-
sion 1.0 of the Development kit provides
a suite of standard drivers, a PPD file
compiler, and other utilities that can be
used to develop new printer drivers for
CUPS and other printing environments.
The kit is licensed under the GNU Gen-
eral Public License. You can download
the source code and documentation from
the project’s website. ■

http://www.cups.org/

■The next Generation
MandrakeSoft has released the Man-
drakelinux 10.0 Official boxset for the
AMD64 platform (both Athlon64 and
Opteron processors). The new release is
optimized to take full advantage of the
powerful features offered by AMD’s
next-generation 64-bit architecture.

Mandrakelinux 10.0 Official for
AMD64 is based on the PowerPack 10.0
version with performance enhancements
in all of the applications. It includes both
the Linux 2.4 and 2.6 kernels, and is
fully compatible with all 32-bit applica-
tions. Mandrakelinux 10.0 for AMD64
contains four CDs and can be ordered
via Mandrake’s Online Shop. It ships for
$129.90 or 119.90 EUR. ■

http://www.mandrakesoft.com/

■Turbo Windows Media 
Player

Japanese Linux vendor Turbolinux has
announced that it will be licensing
Microsoft’s Windows Media format to
include it in “Turbolinux 10F”. The new
distribution is based on “Turbolinux 10
Desktop” and will be shipping with “a
media player capable of streaming pure
Windows Media format audio and
video”.

The new software, which is called
“Turbo Media Player”, works in conjunc-
tion with xine. xine is a free multimedia
player which plays back CDs, DVDs, and
VCDs. The addition of “Turbo Media
Player” allows xine users to watch watch
streaming video in Windows Media for-
mat.

Other proprietary software that will be
shipped in the new release includes
Macromedia’s Flash plug-in, RealNet-
works Real Player, Japanese fonts from
Ricoh, and Cyberlink’s PowerDVD,
which supports Content Scramble Sys-
tem (CSS), an encryption system widely
required by studios to protect popular
Hollywood and theater movies.

“Turbolinux 10 F” will start shipping at
the end of May in Japan, or the end of
June for other countries. The distribu-
tion can be purchased for $149 per copy.
Customers upgrading from the previous
version of Turbolinux Desktop can pur-
chase “10F” for $64. ■

http://www.turbolinux.com/


